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a scientist-volunteer partnership exploring poplar tree phenology and climate change

Why do some tree stands turn color before others?

W

ith the myriad leaf
colors displayed
by different trees,
autumn is a spectacular time of
year to observe plant phenology.
Aspen and poplar trees are especially beautiful as their leaves
turn a vibrant golden-yellow
hue. But have you ever seen
one tree stand in its fall display,
while a neighboring stand is still

be a single tree with each trunk a genetic clone of the other
trunks. All leaves of a clone will turn color in the autumn at
the same time.
ecause of this, genetic differences between nearby
clones can easily be seen in the fall, as clones turn
color at different times. This is especially apparent
in the Rocky Mountains of the western U.S., where you can
look out on a hillside and view large stands of quaking aspen that are clumped into different stages of yellowing. You
are seeing evidence of genetic differences in how clones are
sensing their environment (that is, light and temperature)
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s we have
discussed
in previous
newsletters, trees
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change color when
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they sense that the
days are getting
shorter and the temperatures are dropping, and genes play
a key role in how trees sense the approaching winter. But
genetic variation among different species of trees, and even
different individuals within a species, causes some trees to
turn color earlier than others.
spens and poplars provide an ideal opportunity to
see this genetic variability among individuals, as
they are “clonal.” That is, the same genetic individual will send up multiple trunks from the same root system. Thus, a whole stand of aspens or poplars can actually
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the tree when to get ready for
winter. This genetic variation
plays a huge role in the ability of tree populations to adapt
to changes in their environment.

A

s you go leaf peeping for our two PopClock species,
look for these genetic differences. Send us a picture, and we’ll post the best ones on our webpages.

It’s time to make fall observations on our PopClock trees!

S

tands of balsam poplar and quaking aspens will be
changing color very soon—even right now! We need
volunteers to head outside and report the dates of
these color changes. If possible, we are hoping you can

follow the same stand of trees for several years – as these
observations will be particularly useful. If you need any
help identifying our two PopClock species in the fall, please
check out the links on the next page. THANKS!

Linking volunteers’ observations to satellite images to understand forest change

I

mages from satellites can help us study
changes in forests. The
NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, or MODIS, serves
as an important instrument
for this work. It is on-board
MODIS Composite Images, NASA
two satellites, which together
take images of the Earth every one to two days. MODIS
images have captured dramatic forest transformation, including extensive clearing and degradation in western Brazil over the past 30 years.
In these MODIS images,
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you can clearly see the expansion of roads and subsequent
deforestation, which covers an area larger than the state of
West Virginia. Go to the MODIS website to see its recent
images, such as fires in California and Oregon - http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov.

O

ur PopClock scientists are using MODIS images,
as part of our study to better understand forest vulnerability to climate change. From these
satellite images, they are estimating of the date of the year
(DOY) when leaves start turning green (called “greenness

onset”). They
created the
this map from
MODIS data,
which shows
when greenness onset occurred across
North America
in 2013. Plants
in red areas,
like Florida
MODIS Greenness Map
and Texas,
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turned green first—on Day 60, or
March 1. Plants in blue areas of northern Canada and Alaska turned green last—around Day 160
or June 9 (assuming it’s not a Leap Year). Maps like this one
can be combined with maps from other years to determine
if plants are greening up earlier and where.

E

ach MODIS pixel is quite large—between 250m2 and
1000m2. Thus, PopClock scientists also need extensive ground phenology observations to compare to
MODIS images, so that they can understand what’s happening at the scale of tree stands. That’s where you come in!
We need volunteers like you to make these ground-based
observations of spring leaf out and fall color. These observations are critical to helping PopClock scientists create maps
of forest phenological changes under current and projected
climates. If you are interested in learning more about linking volunteers’ observations with satellite images, watch a
PopClock/NPN YouTube video on this topic - https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=yKQ4Irg6dAU&feature=youtu.be
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poplar (Populus balsamifera) and quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides).

from the National Phenology Network, Project Budburst and

PopClock scientists will use these phenology observations, along with

Plant Watch, University of Maryland Center for Environmental

satellite images across the growing season, to create maps of “green-up”

Science Appalachian Laboratory scientists are working with U.S. and

and “green-down” of these two species. They will combine these maps

Canadian volunteers to collect ground-based observations of spring

with genetic information to predict areas where trees are most and least

leaf emergence and fall color change of two poplar species—balsam

adapted to climate change.
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Find us on Facebook - facebook.com/popclock
Submit PopClock observations through NPN – www.usanpn.org/nn/popclock
Review Balsam poplar map - esp.cr.usgs.gov/data/little/popubals.pdf
Review Quaking aspen map - esp.cr.usgs.gov/data/little/poputrem.pdf
Review Balsam poplar identification - http://dendro.cnre.vt.edu/dendrology/syllabus/factsheet.cfm?ID=401
Review Quaking aspen identification - http://dendro.cnre.vt.edu/dendrology/syllabus/factsheet.cfm?ID=160
Explore our Appalachian Laboratory Environmental Science education program - alese.al.umces.edu
Email us if you have any questions or insights to share; we’d love to hear from you! – citizen.science@al.umces.edu

